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Abstract
A classical result from graph theory states that the edges of an l-regular bipartite graph can be
colored using exactly l colors so that edges that share an endpoint are assigned di1erent colors.
In this paper, we study two constrained versions of the bipartite edge coloring problem.
– Some of the edges adjacent to a speci3c pair of opposite vertices of an l-regular bipartite
graph are already colored with S colors that appear only on one edge (single colors) and D
colors that appear on two edges (double colors). We show that the rest of the edges can be
colored using at most max{min{l+ D; 3l=2}; l+ (S + D)=2} total colors. We also show that
this bound is tight by constructing instances in which max{min{l+ D; 3l=2}; l+ (S + D)=2}
colors are indeed necessary.
– Some of the edges of an l-regular bipartite graph are already colored with S colors that
appear only on one edge. We show that the rest of the edges can be colored using at most
max{l+ S=2; S} total colors. We also show that this bound is tight by constructing instances
in which max{l+ S=2; S} total colors are necessary.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
K8onig’s classical result from graph theory [9] states that the edges of an l-regular
bipartite graph can be colored using exactly l colors so that edges that share an endpoint
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are assigned di1erent colors (see also [1]). We call such edge colorings legal colorings.
K8onig’s proof [9] is constructive, yielding a polynomial-time algorithm for 3nding
optimal bipartite edge colorings. Faster algorithms have been presented in [2, 4, 5, 12].
These algorithms usually use as a subroutine an algorithm that 3nds perfect matchings
in bipartite graphs [6, 12].
Bipartite edge coloring can be used to model scheduling problems such as
timetabling. An instance of timetabling consists of a set of teachers, a set of classes,
and a list of pairs (t; c) indicating that the teacher t has to teach class c during a
time slot within the time span of the schedule [12]. A timetable is an assignment of
the pairs to time slots in such a way that no teacher t and no class c occurs in two
pairs that are assigned to the same time slot. This problem can be modeled as an edge
coloring problem on a bipartite graph.
In real-life situations, the problem is made somehow harder due to additional con-
straints that are imposed on the solutions. This is a general feature of practical opti-
mization problems and it is due to the fact that an optimization problem at hand is
most of the time just a subproblem of a larger-scale optimization that one seeks to
obtain. In the example of scheduling classes and teachers, it is sometimes the case
that some teachers have been assigned to a timeslot because of some other duties that
they have to attend during other timeslots; thus, future assignments will have to take
into account this extra restriction. So, usually, additional constraints that are put on a
timetable make the problem NP-complete [3].
Throughout this paper, we consider multigraphs, i.e., graphs that may contain multi-
ple edges between two nodes. We study two constrained versions of the bipartite edge
coloring problem. Our 3rst constrained version (Problem A) can be described in the
following way. We are given an l-regular bipartite graph G=(V1; V2; E) along with
a partial legal coloring of its edges that speci3es a color for edges incident to two
distinguished vertices W0 ∈V1 and X0 ∈V2. Therefore, each color can be used either on
one edge, in which case we call it a single color, or on two edges, one incident to W0
and one incident to X0, in which case we call the color a double color. If we denote by
S the number of single colors, D the number of double colors and by U the number
of edges incident to W0 or X0 which are uncolored, we have that 2D + S + U =2l.
We want to color the remaining edges of the graph so that the total number of colors
used is minimized.
The case where U =0 has been studied in [7, 8, 10, 11]. For this case, l+(S+D)=2
total colors are necessary and suNcient [8]. Mihail et al. [11] gave the 3rst (but not
tight) solution to the speci3c subcase where S =2D= l and showed how this solution
can be used to approximate the wavelength routing problem in trees. The edge coloring
problem is solved by obtaining matchings of the bipartite graph and coloring them in
pairs using detailed potential and averaging arguments.
The works [7, 8, 10] also use a bipartite edge coloring algorithm as a subroutine of
a wavelength routing algorithm. Both [7, 10] concentrate on the special case where
S =2D= l and color the bipartite graph using l + (S + D)=2=7l=4 total colors. The
main idea of the algorithm in [7] is similar to the one of [11] but new techniques
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are used for partitioning the bipartite graph matchings into groups that can be colored
and accounted for independently. Implicitly, Kumar and Schwabe [10] solve the same
problem using di1erent techniques. In [8], the special case S =D=2l=3 is considered.
The second constrained version of the bipartite edge coloring problem (Problem B)
is slightly di1erent. We are given an l-regular bipartite graph G=(V1; V2; E) along with
a partial legal coloring of some of its edges. Each color is used only on one edge. We
denote by S the number of colored edges. Our objective is to color the remaining edges
of the graph so that the total number of colors used is minimized. To our knowledge,
Problem B has not been studied before.
Summary of results. Our results for Problem A can be summarized in the following
two theorems.
Theorem 1. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that; on input an l-regular
bipartite graph G=(V1; V2; E) in which some of the edges adjacent to two distin-
guished vertices W0 ∈V1 and X0 ∈V2 have been colored with S single and D double
colors; computes a legal coloring of the uncolored edges of G using at most
max{min{l+ D; 3l=2}; l+ (S + D)=2} total colors.
Theorem 2. For any integer l¿0; and for each pair of integers S¿0 and D¿0 such
that S + 2D62l; there exists an l-regular bipartite graph; with some of the edges
incident to two vertices W0 ∈V1 and X0 ∈V2 legally colored with S single and D
double colors; for which any legal coloring of the remaining edges requires at least
max{min{l+ D; 3l=2}; l+ (S + D)=2} total colors.
The results for Problem B are the following.
Theorem 3. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that; on input an l-regular bi-
partite graph G in which S edges have been colored using S di;erent colors; computes
a legal coloring of the uncolored edges of G using at most max{l+ S=2; S} colors.
Theorem 4. For each integer l¿0; and for each integer S¿0; there exists an l-
regular bipartite graph in which S edges have been colored using S di;erent colors;
for which any legal coloring of the remaining edges requires at least max{l+ S=2; S}
total colors.
Our algorithms for Problems A and B are based on the decomposition of the bipartite
graph into perfect matchings, and their partition into groups that can be colored and
accounted for, independently. Especially, for Problem A, our techniques unify and
generalize previous results [7, 8, 10, 11], rigorously handling the inherent diNculties
revealed by the case U =0.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prove Theorem 1 by
giving an algorithm that solves Problem A. In Section 3, we present our lower bounds
for Problem A. Both results for Problem B are presented in Section 4. We conclude
in Section 5.
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2. The upper bound for Problem A
In this section, we present our algorithm for solving Problem A.
The algorithm receives as input an l-regular bipartite graph G=(V1; V2; E) with
V1 = {W0; : : : ; Wn} and V2 = {X0; : : : ; Xn}, where some edges incident to vertices W0 and
X0 have been legally colored. We call edges incident to either W0 or X0 the source
edges. We assume, without loss of generality, that no edge connects W0 and X0. Call
a color that appears on a single source edge a single color. Call a color that appears
on two source edges a double color; note that, since the coloring of source edges is
legal, one of these two source edges has to be incident to W0 and the other to X0. We
denote by D and S the number of double and single colors, respectively.
2.1. Preliminaries
We proceed by decomposing the bipartite graph into l perfect matchings which can
always be done since the graph is l-regular [1]. Each such matching includes exactly
two source edges: one incident to W0 and one incident to X0. A double color is called
separated if its two source edges appear in di1erent matchings. On the other hand, if
they appear in the same matching, then the color is said to be preserved.
We characterize each matching by the colors on its source edges. We use words of
length 2 over {U; S; T; P}, where each of the two symbols corresponds to one of the
source edges of the matching: U stands for an uncolored source edge, S stands for a
single color, T stands for a separated color, and P stands for a preserved color. So,
we classify the matchings into seven types: UU, SU, UT, TT, PP, SS, and ST, based
on their corresponding source edges, as follows.
– If both source edges of a matching are uncolored, then the matching is of type UU.
– If one source edge of the matching is uncolored and the other source edge is colored
with a single color, then the matching is of type SU.
– If one source edge of the matching is uncolored and the other source edge is colored
with a separated color, then the matching is of type UT.
– If the two source edges of a matching are colored with separated colors, then the
matching is of type TT.
– If the two source edges are colored with the same preserved color, then the matching
is of type PP.
– If the two source edges are colored with two single colors, then the matching is of
type SS.
– If the two source edges are colored with a single color and with a separated color,
then the matching is of type ST.
An example of a decomposition of the 3-regular bipartite graph G into three perfect
matchings is shown in Fig. 1. The source edges of G are colored with one single color
(color s), two double colors (colors x and y), while one source edge is uncolored.
Matchings M1, M2, and M3 are of type TT, ST, and UT, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Decomposition of a bipartite graph into matchings.
In the rest of this paper, we use the notation M =(x; y) to denote that the source
edges of matching M incident to vertices W0 and X0 are colored with colors x and y,
respectively. The symbol ‘u’ is used to denote that a source edge is uncolored, e.g.,
the matching M ′=(u; u) is a matching of type UU.
Denition 5. A set C of matchings is called closed, if no color that appears on a
source edge of a matching in C appears on any source edge of any matching not
belonging to C.
Now we aim to partition the matchings into disjoint closed sets. For example, each
individual matching of type UU, SU, SS, or PP is a closed (singleton) set of matchings,
while an individual matching of type TT, ST, or UT is not. Also, it is clear that the
union of closed sets of matchings is a closed set of matchings.
Before we proceed, as a short intuition for the de3nitions and constructions that
follow in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, we mention that we aim to partition the matchings
into disjoint closed sets C1; C2; : : : , so that we can color the uncolored edges in each
closed set, independently. The uncolored edges in each closed set Ci will be colored
with the single and double colors in the source edges of Ci and (possibly) additional
new colors that will be used only in the edges of Ci.
2.1.1. Chains and cycles of matchings
We will show how to partition the matchings of type UT, TT, and ST into closed
sets. Each such closed set is either a chain or a cycle of matchings.
Denition 6. A chain of matchings is a sequence 〈M0; M1; : : : ; Mt−1〉 of t matchings
such that
1. M0 and Mt−1 are matchings of type ST or UT;
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Fig. 2. Chains and cycles of matchings.
2. M1; : : : ; Mt−2 are all matchings of type TT;
3. for each 06i6t − 2, matchings Mi and Mi+1 share exactly one separated double
color.
A chain consists of at least two matchings and is of type S–S, S–U, or U–U, according
to the type of matchings M0 and Mt−1.
Denition 7. A cycle of matchings is a sequence 〈M0; M1; : : : ; Mt−1〉 of t TT matchings
such that, for each 06i6t−1, matchings Mi and M(i+1)mod t share exactly one separated
double color.
A cycle consists of at least two matchings.
Clearly, chains and cycles are closed sets of matchings, since the colors assigned in
the source edges of a speci3c chain or a cycle are not assigned to source edges that
do not belong to this chain or cycle.
Examples of chains of type S–S, S–U, U–U, and of cycles of matchings are depicted
in Fig. 2. The colors s1 and s2 are single, while colors x0, x1, x2, x3, and x4 are separated
double colors.
Denition 8. Two matchings (of type TT, ST, or UT) that share a separated double
color are called consecutive.
Given the decomposition of a bipartite graph into matchings, we can easily construct
chains and cycles. To construct a chain, we start from a matching of type ST or UT,
and we keep accumulating consecutive matchings until we 3nd a matching of type UT
or ST. In this way, we include all ST and UT matchings into chains. The remaining
TT matchings (if any) can be easily grouped into cycles. A cycle is constructed by
picking a TT matching that has not been included in a chain, and augmenting it by
following consecutive matchings. In this way, TT matchings not included in chains are
grouped into cycles.
2.1.2. Minimal chains and cycles
In the rest of Section 1, we mainly consider closed sets of matchings that maintain
the important property of minimality.
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Denition 9. A set C of matchings is minimal if it does not contain any two parallel
source edges.
Clearly, an individual matching of type UU, SU, SS, or PP is minimal. We will
show how to split cycles and chains of matchings into shorter closed sets of matchings
(cycles, chains, and individual matchings) which are minimal.
In order to show how, we will prove that, given any cycle or chain of matchings
which contains k pairs of parallel source edges, we can split it into two shorter closed
sets of matchings each containing at most k − 1 pairs of parallel source edges. By
executing recursively this process of splitting for all non-minimal chains and cycles,
all closed sets of matchings that will be produced will be minimal.
Claim 10. A cycle or chain of matchings which contains k pairs of parallel source
edges can be split into two shorter closed sets of matchings each containing at most
k − 1 pairs of parallel source edges.
Proof. Consider the sequence C = 〈M0; : : : ; Mt−1〉 of matchings such that Mi =(xi; xi+1).
It may be
– either x0 = xt , meaning that C is a cycle of matchings,
– or x0 and xt are single colors, meaning that C is an S–S chain of matchings,
– or one of the x0 and xt is a single color and the other corresponds to an uncolored
source edge, meaning that C is an S–U chain of matchings,
– or both x0 and xt correspond to uncolored source edges, meaning that C is a U–U
chain of matchings.
Suppose that there exist k pairs of parallel source edges in C and consider the following
pair of parallel source edges: the source edge ei of matching Mi colored with color xi
and the source edge ej of matching Mj colored with color xj. Without loss of generality,
we assume that i¡j.
We exchange the two source edges and we obtain two new matchings M ′i and M
′
j
with source edges colored cj and ci+1 and ci and cj+1, respectively. Now, the parallel
source edges ei and ej belong to di1erent sequences of matchings: C1 = 〈M0; M1; : : : ;
Mi−1; M ′j ; Mj+1; : : : ; Ml−1〉 and C2 = 〈M ′i ; Mi+1; : : : ; Mj−1〉. Thus, each one of C1 and C2
is shorter than C, and the number of pairs of parallel edges in either C1 or C2 is at
most k − 1.
Consider the following example. Let C = 〈M0; M1; M2; M3; M4; M5〉 be an SU chain
with M0 = (u; x1), M1 = (x1; x2), M2 = (x2; x3), M3 = (x3; x4); M4 = (x4; x5), M5 = (x5; s),
i.e., x0; : : : ; x5 are double colors, s is a single color, and u denotes an uncolored source
edge. Suppose that the uncolored source edge of matching M0 is parallel to the source
edge of matching M5 colored with color x5, and the source edge of matching M1
colored with color x2 is parallel to the source edge of matching M3 colored with color
x4. We will split C into minimal closed sets of matchings.
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Fig. 3. Splitting a non-minimal cycle into minimal closed sets of matchings.
We 3rst exchange the uncolored source edge of matching M0 and the source edge
of matching M5 colored with color x5. We obtain two new matchings M ′0 = (x5; x1)
and M ′5 = (u; s). Matching M
′
5 is of type SU (thus, it is minimal), while the sequence
C1 = 〈M1; M2; M3; M4; M5〉 is a cycle of matchings. Note that the source edges of match-
ings M1 and M3 colored with colors x2 and x4 are parallel. Exchanging these two source
edges we obtain two new matchings M ′1 = (x1; x4) and M
′
3 = (x3; x2). Now we have two
minimal cycles of matchings C2 = 〈M ′1; M4〉 and C3 = 〈M2; M ′3〉. Thus, we have split the
non-minimal cycle C into a matching of type SU and two minimal cycles of matchings.
This example is depicted in Fig. 3.
2.2. Coloring the matchings
In this section, we give several basic methods for coloring closed sets of matchings.
These colorings constitute the building blocks on which our coloring algorithm is based.
Then, in Section 2.3, we will show how, according to the relative values of l; S, and
D, the basic colorings are combined together to complete the coloring of an instance
of Problem A.
We start the section by presenting two techniques for coloring two consecutive
matchings in Section 2.2.1. In Section 2.2.2, we explain how we can easily color
matchings of type SS, SU, UU, and PP. Then, in Section 2.2.3, we demonstrate how
the techniques described in Section 2.2.1 can be used for coloring chains and cycles
of matchings. We also present some alternative colorings in Section 2.2.4.
2.2.1. Coloring two consecutive matchings
We will present two alternative ways (namely Rules 1 and 2) for coloring two con-
secutive matchings that do not contain uncolored source edges, i.e., consecutive match-
ings of type ST and TT. These techniques will be used interleaved in Section 2.2.3
for coloring cycles or chains of matchings.
Let T1 = (x; y) and T2 = (y; z) be two consecutive matchings. We consider the bi-
partite subgraph H induced by the edges of T1 and T2. Since each vertex in H has
degree 2, the edges of H constitute a cycle cover of the bipartite graph, i.e., a set of
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Fig. 4. Possible cycles in a cycle cover. Solid lines denote edges of T1 while dashed lines denote edges of
T2. White vertices are vertices of V1 while black vertices are vertices of V2.
node-disjoint cycles that include all the vertices. The vertices W0 and X0 may belong
to the same cycle or to di1erent cycles of the cycle cover. The cycle cover may also
contain cycles that do not include vertices W0 and X0.
We call a cycle that contains vertex W0 but not X0 a left cycle. We call a cycle
that contains vertex X0 but not W0 a right cycle. We call a cycle that does not contain
vertices W0 and X0 a free cycle. We also call a cycle that contains both vertices W0
and X0 a loaded cycle.
Rules 1 and 2 color the uncolored edges in each cycle, independently. Especially,
loaded cycles are colored in two independent phases:
(i) The 3rst phase colors the uncolored edges of the path from W0 to X0 that starts
with the source edge of T2 colored with y, and ends with the source edge of T2
colored with z; we call this path a lower path.
(ii) The second phase colors the uncolored edges of the path from W0 to X0 that starts
with the source edge of T1 colored with x, and ends with the source edge of T1
colored with y; we call this path an upper path.
Examples of cycles that may be contained in a cycle cover are depicted in Fig. 4.
Rule 1: Rule 1 employs all three colors x; y; and z used on the source edges of T1
and T2, and no new color. If at least one of the colors x and z is a single color, Rule
1 colors all the uncolored edges of T1 and T2, while if both x and z are separated
double colors, Rule 1 may leave at most one edge uncolored.
In the following, we present Rule 1 for the case where colors x and z are separated
double colors. Then, we discuss how Rule 1 is adapted if x or z are single colors.
Since x and z are separated double colors, there must exist an edge ex =(X0; Wi)
colored with x and an edge ez =(W0; Xj) colored with z. Edges ex and ez belong to
matchings other than T1 and T2 that are part of the same minimal chain or cycle.
Therefore, ex and ez are not parallel to any of the four source edges of T1 and T2.
Coloring the uncolored edges in the lower path: Let P1 be the lower path in a
loaded cycle.
The edges of path P1 are colored using colors x and y by assigning color x to
edges coming from T1 and color y to edges coming from T2. Now we have to take
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Fig. 5. Colorings of a lower path.
care of the source edges ex and ez, in order to achieve legal colorings of the edges in
path P1.
If Wi does not belong to P1, then the coloring is certainly legal. Indeed, Wi is the
only vertex of path P1 that, prior to the coloring of P1 is adjacent to a source edge
colored with x. Two examples of this case are depicted in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5a, vertices
Wi and Xj do not belong to the lower path, while in Fig. 5b, only vertex Xj belongs
to the lower path.
If Wi belongs to P1, we distinguish between two cases:
– Vertices Wi and Xj are not connected by an edge of T1. In this case, we recolor the
edge adjacent to Wi and belonging to T1 with z. The coloring is legal since the edge
e is not adjacent to source edges colored with color z. Three examples of this case
are depicted in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5c, vertex Xj does not belong to the lower path. In
Fig. 5d, both vertices Wi and Xj belong to the lower path but they are not connected
by an edge of T1 or T2. In Fig. 5e, both vertices belong to the lower path and are
connected by an edge of T2.
– If instead Wi and Xj are connected with an edge e′ of T1, we leave this edge
uncolored. An example of this case is depicted in Fig. 5f.
Coloring the uncolored edges in an upper path: Let P2 be the upper path in a loaded
cycle.
The edges of path P2 are colored using colors y and z by assigning color y to edges
coming from T1 and color z to edges coming from T2. Now we have to take care of
the source edges ex and ez, in order to achieve legal colorings of the edges in path P2.
If Xj does not belong to P2, then the coloring is certainly legal. Indeed, Xj is the
only vertex of path P2 that, prior to the coloring of P2, is adjacent to a source edge
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Fig. 6. Colorings of an upper path.
colored with z. Two examples of this case are depicted in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6a, vertices
Wi and Xj do not belong to the upper path, while in Fig. 6b, only vertex Wi belongs
to the upper path.
If Xj belongs to P2, we distinguish between two cases:
– Vertices Wi and Xj are not connected by an edge of T2. In this case, we recolor
the edge e adjacent to Xj and belonging to T2 with x. The coloring is legal since
the edge e is not adjacent to source edges colored with color x. Three examples of
this case are depicted in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6c, vertex Wi does not belong to the upper
path. In Fig. 6d, both vertices Wi and Xj belong to the upper path but they are not
connected by an edge of T1 or T2. In Fig. 6e, both vertices belong to the upper path
and are connected by an edge of T1.
– If instead Wi and Xj are connected with an edge e′ of T2, we leave this edge
uncolored. An example of this case is depicted in Fig. 6f.
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Fig. 7. Colorings of a left cycle.
Coloring the uncolored edges in a left cycle: Let C1 be a left cycle in the cycle
cover induced by matchings T1 and T2.
The edges of cycle C1 are colored using colors x and y by assigning color x to
edges coming from T1 and color y to edges coming from T2. Now we have to take
care of the source edges ex and ez, in order to achieve legal colorings of the edges in
cycle C1.
If Wi does not belong to C1, then the coloring is certainly legal. Indeed, Wi is the
only vertex of C1 that, prior to the coloring of C1, is adjacent to a source edge colored
with x. Two examples of this case are depicted in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7a, vertices Wi and
Xj do not belong to the left cycle, while in Fig. 7b, only vertex Xj belongs to the left
cycle.
If Wi belongs to C1, we distinguish between two cases:
– Vertices Wi and Xj are not connected by an edge of T1. In this case, we recolor
the edge e adjacent to Wi and belonging to T1 with z. The coloring is legal since
the edge e is not adjacent to source edges colored with color z. Three examples of
this case are depicted in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7c, vertex Xj does not belong to the left
cycle. In Fig. 7d, both vertices Wi and Xj belong to the left cycle but they are not
connected by an edge of T1 or T2. In Fig. 7e, both vertices belong to the left cycle
and are connected by an edge of T2.
– If instead Wi and Xj are connected with an edge e′ of T1, we leave this edge
uncolored. An example of this case is depicted in Fig. 7f.
Coloring the uncolored edges in a right cycle: Let C2 be a right cycle in the cycle
cover induced by matchings T1 and T2.
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Fig. 8. Colorings of a right cycle.
The edges of cycle C2 are colored using colors y and z by assigning color y to
edges coming from T1 and color z to edges coming from T2. Now we have to take
care of the source edges ex and ez, in order to achieve legal colorings of the edges in
cycle C2.
If Xj does not belong to P2, then the coloring is certainly legal. Indeed, Xj is the
only vertex of cycle C2 that, prior to the coloring of C2, is adjacent to a source edge
colored with z. Two examples of this case are depicted in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8a, vertices
Wi and Xj do not belong to the right cycle, while in Fig. 8b, only vertex Wi belongs
to the right cycle.
If Xj belongs to C2, we distinguish between two cases:
– Vertices Wi and Xj are not connected by an edge of T2. In this case, we recolor
the edge e adjacent to Xj and belonging to T2 with x. The coloring is legal since
the edge e is not adjacent to source edges colored with color x. Three examples of
this case are depicted in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8c, vertex Wi does not belong to the right
cycle. In Fig. 8d, both vertices Wi and Xj belong to the right cycle but they are not
connected by an edge of T1 or T2. In Fig. 8e, both vertices belong to the right cycle
and are connected by an edge of T1.
– If instead Wi and Xj are connected with an edge e′ of T2, we leave this edge
uncolored. An example of this case is depicted in Fig. 8f.
Coloring the uncolored edges in a free cycle: Let C3 be a free cycle in the cycle
cover induced by matchings T1 and T2.
The edges of cycle C3 are colored using colors y and z by assigning color y to
edges coming from T1 and color z to edges coming from T2. Now we have to take
care of the source edges ex and ez, in order to achieve legal colorings of the edges in
path P2.
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Fig. 9. Colorings of a free cycle.
If Xj does not belong to C3, then the coloring is certainly legal. Indeed, Xj is the
only vertex of cycle C3 that, prior to the coloring of C3, is adjacent to a source edge
colored with z. Two examples of this case are depicted in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9a, vertices
Wi and Xj do not belong to the free cycle, while in Fig. 9b, only vertex Wi belongs to
the free cycle.
If Xj belongs to C3, we distinguish between two cases:
– Vertices Wi and Xj are not connected by an edge of T2. In this case, we recolor
the edge e adjacent to Xj and belonging to T2 with x. The coloring is legal since
the edge e is not adjacent to source edges colored with color x. Three examples of
this case are depicted in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9c, vertex Wi does not belong to the free
cycle. In Fig. 9d, both vertices Wi and Xj belong to the free cycle but they are not
connected by an edge of T1 or T2. In Fig. 9e, both vertices belong to the free cycle
and are connected by an edge of T1.
– If instead Wi and Xj are connected with an edge e′ of T2, we leave this edge
uncolored. An example of this case is depicted in Fig. 9f.
Note that an edge of T1 or T2 adjacent to both the source edges ex and ez can appear in
only one of the cycles in the cycle cover; thus, at most one edge may be left uncolored
by the application of Rule 1.
If at least one of the x and z is a single color, then one of the edges ex and ez does
not exist. So, some of the cases described above do not appear, and, in particular, we
never face cases in which one edge of the cycle cover is left uncolored. Thus, all the
uncolored edges of T1 and T2 can be colored properly using colors x, y, and z.
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Fig. 10. Coloring two consecutive matchings according Rule 2.
Rule 2: We use color y and a new color w to color the uncolored edges. We color
the uncolored edges of the cycle cover using color y and the new color w alternatively.
Since we do not use colors x and z, we only have to care about conRicts between edges
colored with color y. Furthermore, our colorings are also valid for the case where x
or z are single colors.
Our colorings are the following:
– The uncolored edges of a lower path are colored in such a way that uncolored edges
of matching T1 are assigned the new color w, while uncolored edges of matching T2
are assigned color y.
– The uncolored edges of an upper path are colored in such a way that uncolored
edges of matching T1 are assigned color y, while uncolored edges of matching T2
are assigned the new color w.
– The uncolored edges of a left cycle are colored in such a way that uncolored edges
of matching T1 are assigned the new color w, while uncolored edges of matching T2
are assigned color y.
– The uncolored edges of a right cycle are colored in such a way that uncolored
edges of matching T1 are assigned color y, while uncolored edges of matching T2
are assigned the new color w.
– The uncolored edges of a free cycle are colored in such a way that uncolored edges
of matching T1 are assigned the new color w, while uncolored edges of matching T2
are assigned color y.
It is clear that our colorings are legal, since the edges which we color using y (resp.
w) are not adjacent with the source edges of T1 and T2 colored with y (resp. w).
Examples of the coloring of possible cycles in a cycle cover (de3ned by two consec-
utive matchings) according to Rule 2 are depicted in Fig. 10.
2.2.2. Easy colorings
PP, SU, UU, and SS matchings can be colored easily. Edges of a PP matching
are colored using the double color. Edges of an SU matching are colored using the
single color. Edges of a UU matching are colored using a new color. Edges of an SS
matching can be colored using one of the two single colors.
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2.2.3. Coloring cycles and chains
In this section, we show how to color cycles and chains of matchings using the two
alternative colorings of consecutive matchings (Rules 1 and 2). Our techniques apply
to minimal cycles and chains.
We 3rst show how to color cycles of matchings.
Claim 11. Minimal cycles of length 2 or 3 can be colored using at most one new
color. A minimal cycle of length t¿4 can be colored using at most (t + 2)=4	 new
colors.
Proof. The two matchings of a cycle of length 2 are colored according to Rule 2 using
at most one new color.
Consider a cycle of three matchings M0 = (x0; x1), M1 = (x1; x2), and M2 = (x2; x0).
Consecutive matchings M0 and M1 are colored according to Rule 1 using colors x0, x1,
and x2. The only case that Rule 1 leaves one edge e of matchings M0 or M1 uncolored
is when e is adjacent to both source edges of M2. We use the new color w to color e.
The uncolored edges of matching M2 can be colored with the new color w. Note that
none of the uncolored edges of M2 can be adjacent to e (otherwise M2 would not be
a matching); thus, our coloring is legal.
Consider now the cycle 〈M0; : : : ; Mt−1〉 such that Mi =(xi; x(i+1)mod t). We distinguish
between four cases.
Cycles of length t=4k: For every i, 06i¡k, we color consecutive matchings
M4i =(x4i ; x4i+1) and M4i+1 = (x4i+1; x4i+2) with colors x4i, x4i+1, and x4i+2 using Rule
1, while consecutive matchings M4i+2 = (x4i+2; x4i+3) and M4i+3 = (x4i+3; x4i+4mod t) are
colored with color x4i+3 and a new color wi using Rule 2.
In this way, all the edges of matchings that were colored according to Rule 2 have
been colored and, so far, we have used k new colors. Each application of Rule 1 on
a pair of consecutive matchings M4i =(x4i ; x4i+1) and M4i+1 = (x4i+1; x4i+2) may leave
one edge uncolored. This can happen if there is an edge in M4i or M4i+1 which is
adjacent to the source edges colored with colors x4i and x4i+2 which do not belong
to matchings M4i and M4i+1. Thus, the application of Rule 1 to pairs of consecutive
matchings may leave a set F of up to k edges uncolored.
We now show how to complete the coloring of the cycle using a new color wk to
color all the edges in F . Each edge e in F is adjacent to two source edges, one source
edge per each endpoint of e. Since these source edges belong to the same minimal
cycle, they are not parallel. Thus, all the endpoints shared by the source edges with
edges in F are distinct, meaning that the edges in F constitute a (possibly non-perfect)
matching of the bipartite graph and can all be colored with a new color wk .
In total, we used k + 1 new colors.
Cycles of length t=4k + 1: For every i, 06i¡k, we color consecutive matchings
M4i =(x4i ; x4i+1) and M4i+1 = (x4i+1; x4i+2) with colors x4i ; x4i+1; x4i+2 using Rule 1, and
consecutive matchings M4i+2 = (x4i+2; x4i+3) and M4i+3 = (x4i+3; x4i+4) with color x4i+3
and a new color wi using Rule 2. The matching M4k is colored with a new color wk .
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In this way, we color all the edges in matchings of the cycle except (possibly) for
a set F of edges that were left uncolored by the application of Rule 1.
As shown earlier, the edges of F constitute a matching. Furthermore, no edge in
F is adjacent to the source edge of M4k colored with x4k ; this could happen only if
Rule 1 was applied to consecutive matchings that contain a source edge colored with
x4k . Thus, all the edges in F can be colored with color x4k .
The number of new colors we used is k+1 (k new colors are used by the application
of Rule 2 and one extra new color to color matching M4k).
Cycles of length t=4k + 2: For every i, 06i¡k, we color consecutive matchings
M4i =(x4i ; x4i+1) and M4i+1 = (x4i+1; x4i+2) with colors x4i ; x4i+1; x4i+2 using Rule 1, and
consecutive matchings M4i+2 = (x4i+2; x4i+3) and M4i+3 = (x4i+3; x4i+4) with color x4i+3
and a new color wi using Rule 2. The matchings M4k and M4k+1 are colored with x4k+1
and a new color wk using Rule 2.
Again, the set F of edges that may have been left uncolored by Rule 1 are col-
ored with color x4k . This is legal since the edges in F form a matching in G, and,
furthermore, they are not adjacent to source edges colored with color x4k .
We used k+1 new colors (by the application of Rule 2 to k+1 pairs of consecutive
matchings).
Cycles of length t=4k + 3: For every i, 06i6k, we color consecutive matchings
M4i =(x4i ; x4i+1) and M4i+1 = (x4i+1; x4i+2) with colors x4i ; x4i+1; x4i+2 using Rule 1,
and for every i, 06i6k − 1 we color consecutive matchings M4i+2 = (x4i+2; x4i+3),
M4i+3 = (x4i+3; x4i+4) with color x4i+3 and a new color wi using Rule 2. The matching
M4k+2 is colored with a new color wk .
Again, the set F of edges that may have been left uncolored by Rule 1 is a matching
in G; thus, the edges in F can be properly colored with a new color wk+1.
The total number of new colors is k +2 (k colors by the application of Rule 2, one
extra color to color matching M4k+2, and one extra new color to color the edges in F).
In all cases, the number of new colors used for coloring a cycle of length t is
(t + 2)=4	.
Examples of the coloring of cycles of di1erent lengths are depicted in Fig. 11.
Now we demonstrate how to color S–S chains of matchings.
Claim 12. Minimal S–S chains of length 2 or 3 can be colored without using any new
color. A minimal S–S chain of length t¿4 can be colored using at most (t − 2)=4	
new colors.
Proof. Consider an S–S chain of length 2. It consists of two ST matchings M0 = (x0; x1)
and M1 = (x1; x2) (i.e., the colors x0 and x2 are single). The uncolored edges of M0
and M1 can be colored easily: the uncolored edges of M0 are colored with the single
color x0, while the uncolored edges of M2 are colored with the single color x2.
Consider an S–S chain of three matchings M0 = (x0; x1), M1 = (x1; x2), and M2 =
(x2; x3). Consecutive matchings M0 and M1 are colored according to Rule 1 using
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Fig. 11. Coloring cycles of matchings.
colors x0, x1, and x2. The uncolored edges of matching M2 are colored with the single
color x3. Note that since color x0 is single, Rule 1 does not leave any edge of M0 and
M1 uncolored. Thus, all the edges of the three matchings are properly colored without
using any new color.
Consider now the S–S chain 〈M0; : : : ; Mt−1〉 such that Mi =(xi; xi+1). Colors x0 and
xt are single and the matchings M0 and Mt−1 of type ST. We distinguish between
four cases.
S–S chains of length t=4k: For every i, 06i¡k, we color consecutive match-
ings M4i+1 = (x4i+1; x4i+2) and M4i+2 = (x4i+2; x4i+3) with colors x4i+1; x4i+2; x4i+3 us-
ing Rule 1, and for every i, 06i¡k − 1, we color consecutive matchings M4i+3 =
(x4i+3; x4i+4) and M4i+4 = (x4i+4; x4i+5) with color x4i+4 and a new color wi using Rule
2. The ST matchings M0 and M4k−1 are colored with the single colors x0 and x4k ,
respectively.
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In this way, all the edges of matchings, on which Rule 2 was applied, as well as
the edges of the matchings M0 and M4k−1 have been properly colored. So far, we have
used k − 1 new colors (by the application of Rule 2). As in the case of cycles of
matchings, the application of Rule 1 may have left a set F of up to k edges uncolored.
The edges in F constitute a matching, and, thus, they can all be colored with a new
color wk−1.
In total, we used k new colors (k − 1 new colors by the application of Rule 2 and
one extra new color to color the edges in F).
S–S chains of length t=4k+1: For every i, 06i¡k, we color consecutive matchings
M4i =(x4i ; x4i+1) and M4i+1 = (x4i+1; x4i+2) with colors x4i ; x4i+1; x4i+2 using Rule 1, and
consecutive matchings M4i+2 = (x4i+2; x4i+3) and M4i+3 = (x4i+3; x4i+4) with color x4i+3
and a new color wi using Rule 2. The matching M4k is colored with the single color
x4k+1.
In this way, we color all the edges in matchings of the chain except (possibly) for
a set F of edges that were left uncolored by the application of Rule 1. As shown
earlier, the edges of F constitute a matching. Furthermore, no edge in F is adjacent to
the source edges of M4k−1 or M4k which are colored with color x4k ; this could happen
only if Rule 1 was applied to consecutive matchings that contain a source edge colored
with x4k . Thus, all the edges in F can be colored with color x4k .
The number of new colors is k, i.e., the number of new colors used by the application
of Rule 2.
S–S chains of length t=4k +2: For every i, 06i¡k, we color consecutive match-
ings M4i+1 = (x4i+1; x4i+2) and M4i+2 = (x4i+2; x4i+3) with colors x4i+1; x4i+2; x4i+3 using
Rule 1, and consecutive matchings M4i+3 = (x4i+3; x4i+4) and M4i+4 = (x4i+4; x4i+5) with
color x4i+4 and a new color wi using Rule 2. The ST matchings M0 and M4k+1 are
colored with the single colors x0 and x4k+2, respectively.
Again, in this way, we color all the edges in matchings of the chain except (possibly)
for a set F of edges that were left uncolored by the application of Rule 1. As shown
earlier, the edges of F constitute a matching. Furthermore, no edge in F is adjacent
to the source edges of M4k or M4k+1 which are colored with color x4k+1; this could
happen only if Rule 1 was applied to consecutive matchings that contain a source edge
colored with x4k+1. Thus, all the edges in F can be colored with color x4k+1.
The number of new colors is k, i.e., the number of new colors used by the application
of Rule 2.
S–S chains of length t=4k + 3: For every i, 06i6k we color consecutive match-
ings M4i =(x4i ; x4i+1) and M4i+1 = (x4i+1; x4i+2) with colors x4i ; x4i+1; x4i+2 using Rule 1,
and for every i, 06i¡k, we color consecutive matchings M4i+2 = (x4i+2; x4i+3) and
M4i+3 = (x4i+3; x4i+4) with color x4i+3 and a new color wi using Rule 2. The matching
M4k+2 is colored with the single color x4k+3. The edges in F (i.e. those that were
left uncolored by Rule 1) form a matching, and, thus, can all be colored with a new
color wk .
The total number of new colors is k + 1 (k colors by the application of Rule 2 and
one extra new color to color the edges in F).
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Fig. 12. Coloring chains of matchings of type S–S.
In all cases, the number of new colors used for coloring an S–S chain of length t
is (t − 2)=4	.
Examples of the coloring of S–S chains of di1erent lengths are depicted in Fig. 12.
In the following, we demonstrate how to color chains of type S–U and U–U. In
general, for coloring chains with uncolored source edges, we 3rst assign a color to the
uncolored source edges of these chains so that they are transformed into cycles, which
are colored as described in Claim 11. We 3rst present the coloring of S–U chains (in
Claim 13), then (Claim 14) we present the coloring of U–U chains.
Claim 13. Minimal S–U chains of length 2 or 3 can be colored using at most one new
color. A minimal S–U chain of length t¿4 can be colored using at most (t +2)=4	
new colors.
Proof. Consider an S–U chain of length t. We assign the single color to the uncolored
source edge. Now we have a cycle of length t which can be colored as described in
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Claim 11. If the cycle has size 2 or 3; we can color it using one new color, while if
it has size t¿4, the number of new colors is (t + 2)=4	.
Claim 14. Minimal U–U chains of length 2 or 3 can be colored using at most two
new colors. A minimal U–U chain of length t¿4 can be colored using at most
1 + (t + 2)=4	 new colors.
Proof. Consider a U–U chain of length t. We use a new color and assign it to both
uncolored source edges. Now, we obtain a cycle which can be colored as described
in Claim 11. If the cycle has size 2 or 3, we can color it using one extra new color,
while if it has size t¿4, the number of extra new colors is (t + 2)=4	.
Thus, the total number of new colors used is 2, if the U–U chain has length 2 or
3, and 1 + (t + 2)=4	, if the U–U chain has length t¿4.
2.2.4. Other colorings
So far, we have described how to color matchings of any type: all matchings of type
ST, UT, and TT (i.e., matchings that contain a source edge colored with a separated
double color) are colored during the coloring of cycles and chains, while matchings of
type PP, SU, UU, and SS can be easily colored as described in Section 2.2.2.
In this section, we describe alternative colorings of U–U chains of length 2 and 4.
These colorings will help us to achieve the desired upper bound for Problem A in
Section 2.3.
In particular, we show how to color
– two U–U chains of length 2 or 4 together with an SS matching (Claim 16),
– a U–U chain of length 2 or 4 together with an SU matching (Claim 17), and
– a U–U chain of length 2 or 4 together with an S–S chain of length 2 (Claim 18).
We 3rst show how to color a U–U chain of length 2 or 4 together with an SS
matching.
Claim 15. (a) A U–U chain of length 2 can be colored together with an SS matching
using at most 4 total colors.
(b) A U–U chain of length 4 can be colored together with an SS matching using
at most 7 total colors.
Proof. (a) Consider the U–U chain of length 2 〈M0; M1〉 with M0 = (u; x0) and M1 =
(x0; u) (where u denotes that the corresponding source edge is uncolored), and an SS
matching M2 = (x1; x2) (i.e., x1 and x2 are single colors).
First, we assign the single colors of M2 to the uncolored source edges of the UT
matchings M0 and M1 in such a way that the uncolored source edge of M0 is assigned
color x2 and the uncolored source edge of M2 is assigned color x1. This is legal since
source edges colored with the same color are not adjacent. In this way, we obtain a
cycle 〈M0; M1; M2〉, where M0 = (x2; x0), M1 = (x0; x1), and M2 = (x1; x2).
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If the cycle is minimal, we know by Claim 11 how to color its uncolored edges
using colors x2, x0, and x1 and one new color. If the cycle is not minimal, we use
Claim 10 to split it to shorter minimal sequences. In this way, we obtain
– either three PP matchings,
– or a PP matching and a minimal cycle of length 2.
The edges of each PP matching are colored with the preserved double color on its
source edges, while minimal cycles of length two are colored with the two double
colors in their source edges and one new color. Thus, the coloring uses at most 4
colors in total.
(b) Consider the U–U chain 〈M0; M1; M2; M3〉 with M0 = (u; x0), M1 = (x0; x1), M2 =
(x1; x2), and M3 = (x2; u), and an SS matching M4 = (x3; x4).
First, we assign the single colors of M4 to the uncolored source edges of the UT
matchings M0 and M3 in such a way that the uncolored source edge of M0 is assigned
color x2 and the uncolored source edge of M3 is assigned color x1. This is legal
since source edges colored with the same color are not adjacent. In this way, we
obtain a cycle 〈M0; M1; M2; M3; M4〉, where M0 = (x4; x0), M1 = (x0; x1), M2 = (x1; x2),
M3 = (x2; x3), and M4 = (x3; x4).
If the cycle is minimal, we know by Claim 11 how to color its uncolored edges
using colors x0, x1, x2, x3 and x4 and two new colors w0 and w1. If the cycle is not
minimal, we use Claim 10 to split it to shorter minimal sequences. In this way, we
obtain
– either a cycle of four matchings and a PP matching,
– or a minimal cycle of three matchings and a minimal cycle of two matchings,
– or a cycle of three matchings and two PP matchings,
– or two cycles of length 2 and a PP matching.
Each minimal cycle of length 4 can be colored as described in Claim 11 using the
double colors in its source edges and two new colors w0 and w1. Each minimal cycle
of length 2 or 3 can be colored using one new color w0, while PP matchings are
colored with the preserved double color in their source edges.
The coloring uses at most two new colors, i.e., the edges in matchings M0, M1, M2,
M3, and M4 are colored with at most 7 colors in total: colors x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, w0,
and (possibly) w1.
Now, we demonstrate how two U–U chains of length 2 or 4 can be colored together
with an SS matching.
Claim 16. (a) Two U–U chains of length 2 can be colored together with an SS
matching using at most 7 total colors.
(b) A U–U chain of length 2 can be colored together with a U–U chain of length
4 and an SS matching using at most 10 total colors.
(c) Two U–U chains of length 4 can be colored together with an SS matching
using at most 13 total colors.
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Proof. (a) Let 〈M0; M1〉 and 〈M2; M3〉 be two U–U chains such that M0 = (u; x0),
M1 = (x0; u), M2 = (u; x1), and M3 = (x1; u), and let M4 = (x2; x3) be an SS matching.
We 3rst use Claim 14 to color the chain 〈M0; M1〉 using two new colors w0 and w1.
Then, we consider the chain 〈M2; M3〉 together with M4, and color them according to
Claim 15 using a new color w2.
Now the edges of M0 and M1 are colored with colors x0, w0 and w1, while the edges
of M2, M3, and M4 are colored with colors x1, x2, x3, and w2, i.e., 7 colors in total.
(b) Let 〈M0; M1〉 and 〈M2; M3; M4; M5〉 be two U–U chains of length 2 and 4, re-
spectively, such that M0 = (u; x0), M1 = (x0; u), M2 = (u; x1), M3 = (x1; x2), M4 = (x2; x3),
and M5 = (x3; u), and let M6 = (x4; x5) be an SS matching. We 3rst use Claim 14 to
color the chain 〈M0; M1〉 using two new colors w0 and w1. Then, we consider the
chain 〈M2; M3; M4; M5〉 together with the SS matching M6, and color them according
to Claim 15 using two new colors w2 and w3.
Now, the edges of M2, M3, M4, M5, and M6 are colored with colors x1, x2, x3, x4,
x5, w0 and w1, while the edges of M0 and M1 are colored with colors x0, w0, and w1,
i.e., 10 colors in total.
(c) Let 〈M0; M1; M2; M3〉 and 〈M4; M5; M6; M7〉 be two U–U chains such that M0 =
(u; x0), M1 = (x0; x1), M2 = (x1; x2), M3 = (x2; u), M4 = (u; x3), M5 = (x3; x4), M6 =
(x4; x5), and M7 = (x5; u). Also, let M8 = (x6; x7) be an SS matching. We 3rst use
Claim 14 to color the chain 〈M0; M1; M2; M3〉 using three new colors w0, w1, and
w2. Then, we consider the chain 〈M4; M5; M6; M7〉 together with M8, and color them
according to Claim 15 using two new colors w3 and w4.
Now the edges of M0, M1, M2, and M3 are colored with colors x0, x1, x2, w0, w1,
and w2, while the edges of M4, M5, M6, M7, and M8 are colored with colors x3, x4,
x5, x6, x7, w3, and w4, i.e., 13 colors in total.
Now, we demonstrate how to properly color a U–U chain of length 2 or 4 together
with an SU matching.
Claim 17. (a) A U–U chain of length 2 can be colored together with an SU matching
using at most 4 total colors.
(b) A U–U chain of length 4 can be colored together with an SU matching using
at most 7 total colors.
Proof. (a) Consider the U–U chain of length 2 〈M0; M1〉 with M0 = (u; x0) and M1 =
(x0; u), and an SU matching M2 = (x1; u).
We 3rst assign a new color w0 to the uncolored source edge of the SU matching
M2. Since w0 is not used on any other source edge, it is a single color, and now
the matching M2 is of type SS. Therefore, we can apply Claim 15 to color 〈M0; M1〉
together with M2 using colors x0, x1, w0, and (possibly) one more new color w1.
(b) Consider the U–U chain 〈M0; M1; M2; M3〉 with M0 = (u; x0), M1 = (x0; x1), M2 =
(x1; x2), and M3 = (x2; u), and an SU matching M4 = (x3; u).
We 3rst assign a new color w0 to the uncolored source edge of the SU matching
M4. Since w0 is not used on any other source edge, it is a single color, and now the
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matching M4 is of type SS. Therefore, we can apply Claim 15 to color 〈M0; M1; M2; M3〉
together with M2 using 7 total colors.
We complete the description of our colorings showing how to properly color a U–U
chain of length 2 or 4 together with an S–S chain of length 2.
Claim 18. (a) A U–U chain of length 2 can be colored together with an S–S chain
of length 2 using at most 6 total colors.
(b) A U–U chain of length 4 can be colored together with an S–S chain of length
2 using at most 9 total colors.
Proof. (a) Consider the U–U chain 〈M0; M1〉, where M0 = (u; x0) and M1 = (x0; u), and
an S–S chain 〈M2; M3〉, where M2 = (x1; x2) and M3 = (x2; x3) (i.e., x1 and x3 are single
colors, while u is used to denote that some source edge is uncolored).
Using Claim 14, we color the edges of 〈M0; M1〉 with color x0, and two new colors
w0 and w1. The chain 〈M2; M3〉 is colored with the colors x1, x2, and x3 according to
Claim 12. Thus, the edges of matchings M0, M1, M2, and M3 are colored with 6 total
colors.
(b) Consider the U–U chain 〈M0; M1; M2; M3〉, where M0 = (u; x0), M1 = (x0; x1),
M2 = (x1; x2), and M3 = (x2; u), and an S–S chain 〈M4; M5〉, where M4 = (x3; x4) and
M5 = (x4; x5).
Using Claim 14, we color the edges of 〈M0; M1; M2; M3〉 with colors x0, x1, x2, and
three new colors w0, w1, and w2. The chain 〈M2; M3〉 is colored with the colors x3,
x4, and x5 according to Claim 12. Thus, the edges of matchings M0, M1, M2, M3, M4,
and M5 are colored with total 9 colors.
2.3. Analysis of the algorithm
For analyzing the performance of our algorithm, we consider four cases. In each
case, we will prove that our algorithm colors the uncolored edges of the bipartite
graph using at most
T (l; S; D) = max
{
min{l+ D; 3l=2}; l+ S + D
2
}
total colors.
We now describe the four cases computing the value of the function T (l; S; D) in
each of them.
We 3rst consider the case U6S which is the Case 1 in our analysis. We will prove
that, in this case, it holds that T (l; S; D)= l+ (S + D)=2.
– If D6l=2, it is min{l+D; 3l=2}= l+D. Also, it is D6S, for otherwise it would be
U6S ¡ D6l=2 which violates the constraint 2D+ S +U =2l. Thus, D6S⇒D6
(S + D)=2 and
T (l; S; D) = max
{
l+ D; l+
S + D
2
}
= l+
S + D
2
:
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– If D¿l=2, it is min{l+D; 3l=2}=3l=2. Also, it is S+D¿l, for otherwise it would be
2D+2S¡2l, and, since U6S, we would obtain that 2D+S+U¡2l, a contradiction.
Thus,
T (l; S; D) = max
{
3l=2; l+
S + D
2
}
= l+
S + D
2
:
Then, we consider the case U¿S. We distinguish between two cases:
– D¿l=2 which is the Case 2 in our analysis. We will prove that, in this case, it holds
that T (l; S; D)= 3l=2. Clearly, it is min{l + D; 3l=2}=3l=2. Also, it is S + D¿l,
for otherwise it would be 2D + 2S¡2l, and since U¿S, we would obtain that
2D + S + U¿2l, a contradiction. Thus,
T (l; S; D) = max
{
3l=2; l+
S + D
2
}
= 3l=2:
– D6l=2. Clearly, it is min{l+D; 3l=2}= l+D. In this case, we consider two subcases:
• D6S. This is the Case 3 in our analysis. Clearly, in this case, it holds that
T (l; S; D) = max
{
l+ D; l+
S + D
2
}
= l+
S + D
2
:
• D¿S. This is the Case 4 in our analysis. Clearly, in this case, it holds that
T (l; S; D) = max
{
l+ D; l+
S + D
2
}
= l+ D:
The four cases of our analysis with the corresponding value of the function T (l; S; D)
are depicted in the following table.
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
U6S S6U and D¿l=2 D6S6U S6D6l=26U
l+ S+D2 3l=2 l+
S+D
2 l+ D
Our analysis follows. We often make use of the following simple property of positive
integers:
Claim 19. Let k be an integer. It holds that (k + 2)=4	6k=2; if k =2 or k¿4; and
(k + 2)=4	6(k − 1)=2; if k¿5.
2.3.1. Case 1: U6S
We will show how to color the uncolored edges of the bipartite graph using at most
T (l; S; D)= l+ (S + D)=2 total colors.
Consider the source edges adjacent to vertex W0. Let U1 and S1 be the number of
edges adjacent to W0 which are uncolored and colored with single colors, respectively.
Also, let U2 and S2 be the number of edges adjacent to X0 which are uncolored and
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colored with single colors, respectively. Clearly, it holds that S = S1+S2, U =U1+U2,
and D+S1+U1 =D+S2+U2 = l. We observe that it is S1¿U2 and S2¿U1. Otherwise,
it would be
– either S1¡U2 and S2¡U1, which contradicts the assumption that S¿U ,
– or S1¿U2 and S2¡U1, which contradicts the assumption that both vertices W0 and
X0 have the same degree l,
– or S1¡U2 and S2¿U1, which again contradicts the assumption that both vertices
W0 and X0 have the same degree l.
The coloring algorithm then proceeds as follows. U single colors are selected and used
to color all the uncolored source edges: the U2 uncolored source edges adjacent to X0
are colored with U2 of the S1 single colors used in sources edges adjacent to W0, while
the U1 uncolored source edges adjacent to W0 are colored with U1 of the S2 single
colors used in sources edges adjacent to X0.
In this way, we obtain a new instance of the problem in which the source edges have
been colored with D′=D + U double colors and S ′= S − U single colors. Then, we
decompose the bipartite graph into l perfect matchings. Since there are no uncolored
source edges, all matchings are of type PP, ST, TT, or SS. We group the ST and TT
matchings into chains and cycles, and use Claim 10 to obtain minimal closed sets of
matchings.
We will show that using the colorings of SS and PP matchings described in
Section 2.2.2 and the colorings of minimal cycles and chains described in Section
2.2.3, the edges of the bipartite graph are colored with l+(D′+ S ′)=2= l+(D+ S)=2
total colors. In order to prove this, we consider the l matchings of the bipartite graph
as the union of the following closed sets of matchings:
– individual SS matchings,
– individual PP matchings,
– minimal S–S chains of matchings, and
– minimal cycles of matchings.
For each closed set C of tC matchings in which the source edges are colored with DC
double and SC single colors, we prove that the uncolored edges of C can be colored
using at most tC + (SC + DC)=2 total colors. Then, we argue that, since the colors
assigned to the edges of a closed set are not assigned to any edge belonging to other
closed sets of matchings, summing up for all the closed sets we obtain that the total
number of colors used is at most
∑
C
(
tC +
SC + DC
2
)
= l+
S ′ + D′
2
= l+
S + D
2
:
We complete the analysis of Case 1 by accounting for the number of colors used in
any closed set C of matchings:
– If C consists of an SS matching, then tC =1, DC =0, and SC =2. As described in
Section 2.2.2, the uncolored edges of the SS matching can be colored using the one
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of the two single colors in its source edges. In this case, the number of total colors
is 2= tC + (DC + SC)=2.
– If C consists of a PP matching, then tC =1, DC =1, and SC =0. As described
in Section 2.2.2, the uncolored edges of the PP matching can be colored using
the double color in its source edges. In this case, the number of total colors is
16tC + (DC + SC)=2.
– If C is a cycle of tC matchings, then DC = tC and SC =0. Using Claim 11, if tC =3,
we color C using at most (tC + 2)=4	 new colors, for a total of
DC + SC +
⌈
tC + 2
4
⌉
= tC +
⌈
tC + 2
4
⌉
6tC +
tC
2
= tC +
DC + SC
2
colors. If tC =3, we color C using one new color, for a total of DC+SC+1=46tC
+ (DC + SC)=2 colors.
– If C is an S–S chain of length tC , then DC = tC − 1 and SC =2. Using Claim 12, if
tC =3, we color C using at most (tC − 2)=4	 new colors, for a total of
DC + SC +
⌈
tC − 2
4
⌉
= tC + 1 +
⌈
tC − 2
4
⌉
¡ tC +
tC + 1
2
= tC +
DC + SC
2
colors. If tC =3, we color C without using any new color, for a total of DC + SC
=46tC + (DC + SC)=2 colors.
2.3.2. Case 2: S6U and D¿l=2
We will show how to color the uncolored edges of the bipartite graph using at most
T (l; S; D)= 3l=2 total colors.
The coloring algorithm proceeds as follows. We use the single colors and new double
colors to color the uncolored source edges obtaining a new instance of the problem in
which the source edges are colored with l double colors.
In this way, we obtain a new instance of the problem in which the source edges are
colored with D′= l double and S ′=0 single colors, while the number of uncolored
edges is U ′=0. Thus, we have to solve an instance of Problem A with U ′6S ′, so the
coloring algorithm follows the steps that were described in Case 1. Using the analysis
of Case 1, we obtain that the total number of colors in the edges of the bipartite graph
is at most l+ (D′ + S ′)=2=3l=2.
2.3.3. Case 3: D6S6U
We will show how to color the uncolored edges of the bipartite graph using at most
T (l; S; D)= l+ (S + D)=2 total colors.
Our coloring algorithm proceeds as follows. We 3rst decompose the bipartite graph
into perfect matchings, group them in cycles and chains, and then, we apply Claim 10
to obtain minimal closed sets of matchings.
For coloring the matchings, we use extra care in coloring the U–U chains of length
2 and 4 and use the alternative colorings presented in Section 2.2.4 to color them
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together with S–S chains of length 2, SU, or SS matchings. We 3rst prove that this is
feasible.
Let nSS be the number of SS matchings, nSU be the number of SU matchings, nSTTS
be the number of S–S chains of length 2, nS–U be the number of S–U chains, nS–S be
the number of S–S chains of length greater than 2, and nU–U be the number of U–U
chains of length 2 and 4.
It is
S = 2nSS + nSU + 2nSTTS + nS–U + 2nS–S; (1)
since there are two single colors in the source edges of each SS matching, one single
color in one source edge of each SU matching, two single colors in the source edges
of matchings in each S–S chain, and one single color in the source edges of matchings
in each S–U chain. Also,
D¿nU–U + nSTTS + nS–U + 2nS–S; (2)
since the left part of the inequality is at least the number of double colors in source
edges of U–U chains of length 2 or 4, S–S chains of length 2, S–U chains, and S–S
chains of length greater than 2. Note that there is at least one double color in source
edges of U–U chains, one double color in source edges of S–S chains of length 2, at
least one double color in any S–U chain, and at least two double colors in S–S chains
of length greater than 2.
Since D6S, (1) and (2) imply that
2nSS + nSU + nSTTS¿nU–U:
Thus, U–U chains of length 2 or 4 can either be grouped into pairs and colored together
with an SS matching according to Claim 16, or colored together with an SU matching
according to Claim 17, or colored together with an S–S chain of length 2 according
to Claim 18.
The remaining matchings are colored as follows. Cycles of matchings are colored
according to Claim 11. S–S chains, that were not colored together with U–U chains
of length 2 or 4, are colored according to Claim 12. U–U chains of length neither 2
nor 4 are colored according to Claim 14. S–U chains are colored according to Claim
13. SU matchings and SS matchings that were not colored together with U–U chains
of length 2 or 4, UU and PP matchings, are colored as described in Section 2.2.2.
We will prove that the edges of the bipartite graph are colored with at most l +
(S + D)=2 total colors. In order to show this, we consider the l matchings of the
bipartite graph as the union of the disjoint closed sets of matchings on which the
colorings described in Section 2.2 were applied. For each closed set C of tC match-
ings in which the source edges are colored with DC double and SC single colors, we
prove that the uncolored edges of C can be colored using at most tC + (DC + SC)=2
total colors. Then, we argue that, since the colors assigned to the edges of a closed
set are not assigned to any edge belonging to other closed sets of matchings, sum-
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ming up for all the closed sets, we obtain that the total number of colors used is at
most
∑
C
(
tC +
SC + DC
2
)
= l+
S + D
2
:
We complete the analysis of Case 3 by accounting for the number of colors used in
any closed set C of matchings:
– If C consists of two U–U chains of length 2 and an SS matching, then tC =5, DC =2,
and SC =2. Using Claim 16, the edges of C are colored with 76tC + (DC + SC)=2
total colors.
– If C consists of a U–U chain of length 2, a U–U chain of length 4, and an SS
matching, then tC =7, DC =4, and SC =2. Using Claim 16, the edges of C are
colored with 106tC + (DC + SC)=2 total colors.
– If C consists of two U–U chains of length 4 and an SS matching, then tC =9, DC =6,
and SC =2. Using Claim 16, the edges of C are colored with 136tC +(DC + SC)=2
total colors.
– If C consists of a U–U chain of length 2 and an SU matching, then tC =3, DC =1,
and SC =1. Using Claim 17, the edges of C are colored with 46tC + (DC + SC)=2
total colors.
– If C consists of a U–U chain of length 4 and an SU matching, then tC =5, DC =3,
and SC =1. Using Claim 17, the edges of C are colored with 76tC + (DC + SC)=2
total colors.
– If C consists of a U–U chain of length 2 and an S–S chain of length 2, then tC =4,
DC =2, and SC =2. Using Claim 18, the edges of C are colored with 66tC +
(DC + SC)=2 total colors.
– If C consists of a U–U chain of length 4 and an S–S chain of length 2, then tC =6,
DC =4, and SC =2. Using Claim 18, the edges of C are colored with 96tC +
(DC + SC)=2 total colors.
– If C is an SS matching (which is not colored together with a U–U chain), then
tC =1, DC =0, and SC =2. The edges of the matching are colored with the two
single colors. It is 26tC + (DC + SC)=2.
– If C is an SU matching (which is not colored together with a U–U chain), then
tC =1, DC =0, and SC =1. The edges of the matching are colored with the single
color. It is 16tC + (DC + SC)=2.
– If C is a UU matching, then tC =1, DC =0, and SC =0. The edges of the matching
are colored with a new color. It is 16tC + (DC + SC)=2.
– If C is a PP matching, then tC =1, DC =1, and SC =0. The edges of the matching
are colored with the double color. It is 16tC + (DC + SC)=2.
– If C is a cycle of tC matchings, then DC = tC and SC =0. Using Claim 11, if tC =3,
we color C using at most (tC + 2)=4	 new colors, for a total of
DC + SC +
⌈
tC + 2
4
⌉
= tC +
⌈
tC + 2
4
⌉
6tC +
t
2
= tC +
DC + SC
2
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colors. If tC =3, we color C using one new color, for a total of DC+SC+1=46tC
+ (DC + SC)=2 colors.
– If C is an S–S chain of length tC (which is not colored together with a U–U chain),
then DC = tC − 1 and SC =2. Using Claim 12, if tC =3, we color C using at most
(tC − 2)=4	 new colors, for a total of
DC + SC +
⌈
tC − 2
4
⌉
= tC + 1 +
⌈
tC − 2
4
⌉
¡ tC +
tC + 1
2
= tC +
DC + SC
2
colors. If tC =3, we color C without using any new color, for a total of DC + SC
=46tC + (DC + SC)=2 colors.
– If C is an S–U chain of length tC , then DC = tC − 1 and SC =1. Using Claim
13, if tC =3, we color C using at most (tC + 2)=4	 new colors, for a total
of
DC + SC +
⌈
tC + 2
4
⌉
= tC +
⌈
tC + 2
4
⌉
6tC +
tC
2
= t +
DC + SC
2
colors. If tC =3, we color C using one new color, for a total of DC + SC + 1=
46= tC + (DC + SC)=2 colors.
– If C is an U–U chain of length tC (where t¿5 or t=3), then DC = tC − 1 and
SC =0. Using Claim 14, if tC¿5, we color C using at most 1 + (tC + 2)=4	 new
colors, for a total of
DC + SC + 1 +
⌈
tC + 2
4
⌉
= tC +
⌈
tC + 2
4
⌉
6tC +
tC − 1
2
= tC +
DC + SC
2
colors. If tC =3, we color C using two new colors, for a total of DC+SC+2=46tC
+ (DC + SC)=2 colors.
2.3.4. Case 4: S6D6l=26U
We will show how to color the uncolored edges of the bipartite graph using at most
T (l; S; D)= l+ D total colors.
The coloring algorithm proceeds as follows. We use the D− S new colors to color
some of the uncolored source edges in such a way that each new color is assigned
to one uncolored source edge. This is feasible, since the number of uncolored source
edges is greater than D − S.
In this way, we obtain a new instance of the problem in which the source edges are
colored with S ′=D single and D′=D double colors, while the number of uncolored
edges is U ′=U − D + S. Observe that U ′¿l=2; otherwise it would be 2D + S + U
=U ′+3D¡2l, a contradiction. Thus, we have to solve an instance of Problem A with
D′6S ′6l=26U ′, so the coloring algorithm follows the steps that were described for
Case 3. Using the analysis of Case 3, we obtain that the total number of colors in the
edges of the bipartite graph is at most l+ (D′ + S ′)=2= l+ D.
This completes the analysis of our algorithm for solving Problem A.
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3. Lower bounds for Problem A
In this section, we prove Theorem 2 by presenting three constructions that give lower
bounds on the number of total colors for Problem A. In particular, given integers l¿0,
S¿0, and D¿0, such that 2D + S62l, we will show how to construct instances
of Problem A, i.e., an l-regular bipartite graph whose source edges are colored with
S single and D double colors, in which any proper coloring of the uncolored edges
requires at least
T (l; S; D) = max
{
min{l+ D; 3l=2}; l+ S + D
2
}
total colors.
We prove the lower bound in two steps. We start by giving two constructions:
– Construction 1, for all l¿0 and S; D¿0 such that D6l=2 and 2D+S62l, produces
an instance of Problem A (i.e., an l-regular bipartite graph G=(V1; V2; E), where
edges incident to two distinct vertices W0 ∈V1 and X0 ∈V2 are colored with S single
and D double colors) that requires at least l+ D total colors.
– Construction 2, for all l¿0 and S; D¿0 such that D¿l=2 and 2D+S62l, produces
an instance of Problem A that requires at least 3l=2 total colors.
Thus, we can claim that, for all l¿0 and S; D¿0 such that 2D + S62l, an instance
can be constructed that requires at least min{l+ D; 3l=2} total colors.
In the second step, we present Construction 3 which, for all l¿0 and S; D¿0 such
that 2D+S62l, produces an instance of Problem A that requires at least l+(S+D)=2
total colors. Thus, combining the results of the two steps, we can conclude that, for
all l¿0 and S; D¿0 such that 2D+ S62l, there exists an instance of Problem A that
requires at least T (l; S; D) total colors.
Construction 1. Given integers l¿0 and S; D¿0 such that D6l=2 and 2D + S62l,
consider the l-regular bipartite graph G=(V1; V2; E) where V1 = {W0; W1; W2}, V2 =
{X0; X1; X2}, and the set E consists of the following edges:
– a set E1 of D parallel edges between W0 and X1,
– a set E2 of D parallel edges between W2 and X0,
– a set E3 of D parallel edges between W1 and X2,
– a set E4 of l− D parallel edges between W2 and X1,
– a set E5 of l− D parallel edges between W0 and X2, and
– a set E6 of l− D parallel edges between W1 and X0.
Pick integers "1, "2, and "3 such that "1 + "2 + "3 = S and 06"16D, 06"26l−D,
and 06"36l − 2D. The instance of Problem A is constructed by coloring some of
the edges of G adjacent to W0 and X0 with colors from the following mutually disjoint
sets of colors:
– the set A, which contains D colors,
– the set B1, which contains "1 colors,
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Fig. 13. Construction 1.
– the set B2, which contains "2 colors, and
– the set B3, which contains "3 colors.
In particular, we color
– the D edges in E1 with the colors of A,
– "1 of the edges in E2 with the colors of B1,
– "2 of the edges in E5 with the colors of B2, and
– D + "3 of the edges in E6 with the colors of A and B3.
Construction 1 is depicted in Fig. 13.
Notice that colors of A and B1 cannot be used to color any of the l− "1 uncolored
edges belonging to E2 and E4. Indeed, for each such edge e, and for each color c
of A or B1, there exists a source edge adjacent to e that is colored with c. Instead,
colors of B2 and B3 can be used to color the uncolored edges of E2 and E4. Thus,
l− "1 − "2 − "3 = l− S new colors are necessary, giving a total of l+ D colors.
Construction 2. Given integers l¿0; S¿0, and D¿l=2, such that 2D+S62l, consider
the l-regular bipartite graph G=(V1; V2; E) where V1 = {W0; W1; W2}; V2 = {X0; X1; X2},
and the set E consists of the following edges:
– a set E1 of l=2 parallel edges between W0 and X1,
– a set E2 of l=2 parallel edges between W2 and X0,
– a set E3 of l=2 parallel edges between W1 and X2,
– a set E4 of l=2 parallel edges between W2 and X1,
– a set E5 of l=2 parallel edges between W0 and X2, and
– a set E6 of l=2 parallel edges between W1 and X0.
The instance of Problem A is constructed by coloring some of the edges of G adjacent
to W0 and X0 with colors from the following mutually disjoint sets of colors:
– the set A1, which contains l=2 colors,
– the set A2, which contains D − l=2 colors,
– the set B1, which contains S=2 colors, and
– the set B2, which contains S=2 colors.
In particular, we color
– the l=2 edges in E1 with the colors of A1,
– S=2 + D − l=2 of the edges in E2 with the colors of A2 and B2,
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Fig. 14. Construction 2.
– S=2 + D − l=2 of the edges in E5 with the colors of A2 and B1, and
– the l=2 edges in E6 with the colors of A1.
Construction 2 is depicted in Fig. 14.
Notice that colors of A1; A2, and B2 cannot be used to color any of the 3l=2−D−S=2
uncolored edges belonging to E2 and E4. Indeed, for each such edge e, and for each
color c of A1; A2, or B2, there exists a source edge adjacent to e that is colored with c.
Instead, the S=2 colors of B1 can be used to color the uncolored edges of E2 and E4.
Thus, 3l=2− D − S new colors are necessary, giving a total of 3l=2 colors.
Construction 3. Given integers l¿0, and S; D¿0, such that 2D+ S62l, consider the
l-regular bipartite graph G=(V1; V2; E) where V1 = {W0; W1; W2}; V2 = {X0; X1; X2}, and
the set E consists of the following edges:
– a set E1 of (S + D)=2 parallel edges between W0 and X1,
– a set E2 of (S + D)=2 parallel edges between W2 and X0,
– a set E3 of (S + D)=2 parallel edges between W1 and X2,
– a set E4 of l− (S + D)=2 parallel edges between W2 and X1,
– a set E5 of l− (S + D)=2 parallel edges between W0 and X2, and
– a set E6 of l− (S + D)=2 parallel edges between W1 and X0.
The instance of Problem A is constructed by coloring some of the edges of G adjacent
to W0 and X0 with colors from the following mutually disjoint sets of colors:
– the set A1, which contains D=2 colors,
– the set A2, which contains D=2 colors,
– the set B1, which contains S=2 colors, and
– the set B2, which contains S=2 colors.
In particular, we color
– the (S + D)=2 edges in E1 with the colors of A1 and B1,
– the (S + D)=2 edges in E2 with the colors of A2 and B2,
– (S + D)=2 of the edges in E5 with the colors of A2, and
– (S + D)=2 of the edges in E6 with the colors of A1.
Construction 3 is depicted in Fig. 15.
Notice that the colors of A1; A2; B1 and B2 cannot be used to color any of the
l − (S + D)=2 uncolored edges belonging to E4. Indeed, for each such edge e, and
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Fig. 15. Construction 3.
for each color c of A1; A2; B1 or B2, there exists a source edge adjacent to e that
is colored with c. Thus, l − (S + D)=2 new colors are necessary, giving a total of
l+ (S + D)=2 colors.
4. Problem B
In this section, we deal with Problem B. We prove our lower bound (Theorem 4)
in Section 4.1 and our upper bound (Theorem 3) in Section 4.2.
4.1. The lower bound
We will prove Theorem 4 by showing that, given integers l¿0 and S¿0, we can
construct instances of Problem B, i.e., an l-regular bipartite graph with S of its edges
colored with di1erent colors, in which any proper coloring of its uncolored edges
require at least max{l+ S=2; S} total colors.
First, observe that any proper coloring of the uncolored edges of an l-regular bipartite
graph with S of its edges colored with di1erent colors require at least S total colors.
To complete the proof of Theorem 4, we present a construction which, for all integers
l¿0 and 06S62l, produces an instance of Problem B (i.e., an l-regular bipartite
graph in which S edges are colored with S di1erent colors) that requires l+ S=2 total
colors.
Given integers l¿0 and 06S62l, consider the l-regular bipartite graph G=
(V1; V2; E), where V1 = {W1; W2}; V2 = {X1; X2}, and the set E consists of the following
edges:
– a set E1 of S=2 parallel edges between W1 and X2,
– a set E2 of S=2 parallel edges between W2 and X1,
– a set E3 of l− S=2 parallel edges between W1 and X1, and
– a set E4 of l− S=2 parallel edges between W2 and X2.
The instance of Problem B is constructed by coloring S of the edges of G with two
disjoint sets of colors A1 and A2, each containing S=2 colors. In particular, we color
the S=2 edges of E1 with colors of A1 and the S=2 edges of E2 with colors of A2. This
construction is depicted in Fig. 16.
Now notice that the colors of A1 and A2 cannot be used to color any of the l− S=2
uncolored edges belonging to E3. Thus, l−S=2 new colors are necessary, giving a total
of l+ S=2 colors.
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Fig. 16. The construction for the lower bound of Problem B.
4.2. The upper bound
In the following we prove Theorem 3, showing that there exists a polynomial-time
algorithm which, given an l-regular bipartite graph in which S of the edges have been
colored with di1erent colors, colors the uncolored edges using at most max{l+S=2; S}
total colors.
In the proof we often use the following simple property of positive integers.
Claim 20. For any integer k¿3; it holds that
1
2
6
k
2
−
⌊
k − 1
2
⌋
61:
The algorithm receives as input an l-regular bipartite graph G=(V1; V2; E) with
V1 = {W0; : : : ; Wn} and V2 = {X0; : : : ; Xn}, where S of its edges have been colored with
S di1erent colors.
First, the bipartite graph is decomposed into perfect matchings. We call a matching
that does not contain any colored edge a clear matching. We call a matching that
contains either one or two colored edges a light matching. Also, we call a matching
that contains at least three colored edges a heavy matching. We denote by U the set of
clear matchings, by J the set of light matchings, and by F the set of heavy matchings.
Denition 21. Let e1 and e2 be two colored edges of the bipartite graph G, and let M
be a clear matching. The pair of edges e1 and e2 is called nice to M if no edge of M
is adjacent to both e1 and e2.
Claim 22. Let M and M0 be a heavy and a clear matching of the bipartite graph G;
respectively. Also; let C be a subset of the colored edges of M . If |C|¿4; then C
contains a pair of edges which is nice to M0.
Proof. Let e1 be an edge of C. Since M0 is a perfect matching, it will contain either
an edge parallel to e1 or two edges adjacent to e1:
– If M0 contains an edge parallel to e1, then consider an edge e2 ∈C (e2 = e1). Clearly,
no edge of M0 can be adjacent to both e1 and e2, thus, the pair of e1 and e2 is nice
to M0.
– If M0 contains two edges e′; e′′ adjacent to e1, then, since C is a subset of a matching,
it may contain at most two edges di1erent than e1 which are adjacent to e′ or e′′.
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Fig. 17. Coloring the cycle cover of a matching in F and a matching in U .
Since C contains at least four edges, it certainly contains an edge e2 which is not
adjacent to both e′ and e′′. Thus, the pair of edges e1 and e2 is a nice pair to M0.
The claim follows.
We now show the following claim which captures the most diNcult part of the upper
bound.
Claim 23. A heavy matching with k colored edges can be colored together with
(k − 1)=2 clear matchings without using any new colors.
Proof. We 3rst show how a heavy matching M3 with 3 colored edges can be colored
together with a clear matching M0 without using any new color. We consider M3 and
M0 together as a cycle cover of the bipartite graph. The cycle cover consists of disjoint
cycles such that each vertex is contained in exactly one cycle. Let ex; ey, and ez be
the colored edges of M3, colored with colors x; y, and z, respectively.
– Edges of cycles that do not contain any colored edges and edges of cycles that
contain exactly one colored edge can be colored by alternatively using colors x
and y.
– Now consider cycles that contain two or three colored edges. Without loss of gen-
erality, we assume that edges ex and ey belong to the same cycle (which may also
contain ez). Consider any path P of the cycle that connects edges ex and ey and
does not contain ez. We color the uncolored edge of P which is adjacent to ex with
color z and the rest of the uncolored edges of P (if P contains more than one edge)
by alternatively using colors y and x.
Clearly, these colorings are legal, since adjacent edges are not assigned the same color.
Examples of the colorings are depicted in Fig. 17.
Clearly, we can color a heavy matching M4 with 4 colored edges together with
a clear matching without using any new color.
Now consider a heavy matching Mk with k¿5 colored edges, and a sequence
M ′1; M
′
2; : : : ; M
′
(k−1)=2 of (k − 1)=2	 clear matchings. We will show how to color
these clear matchings together with the heavy matching Mk , without using any new
color.
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Let C be the set of k colored edges of Mk . Since |C|¿5, by Claim 22, we obtain
that C contains a pair of edges e1 and f1 which is nice to M ′1. Thus, the edges of M
′
1
can be legally colored with colors assigned to e1 and f1 in such a way that edges of
M ′1 adjacent to e1 are colored with the color of f1 and the rest of the edges of M
′
1 are
colored with the color of e1.
Iteratively, we can color the clear matchings M ′2; : : : ; M
′
(k−3)=2 in the following
way. We 3rst de3ne C1 =C. For coloring a clear matching M ′i ; 26i6(k − 3)=2	
we de3ne Ci =Ci−1 − {ei−1; fi−1} to be the set of colored edges of Mk which are
colored with colors that were not used for coloring matchings M ′1; : : : ; M
′
i−1. Since
for i such that 26i6(k − 3)=2	, the cardinality of Ci is |Ci|6|C| − 2(i − 1)= k −
2((k−3)=2	)¿5, by Claim 22, we obtain that Ci certainly contains a pair of edges ei
and fi which are nice to M ′i . Thus, the edges of M
′
i can be legally colored with
colors assigned to ei and fi in such a way that edges of M ′i adjacent to ei are
colored with the color of fi and the rest of the edges of M ′i are colored with the
color of ei.
After this iterative procedure, there are k − 2(k − 3)=2=3 or 4 colors in edges
of Mk that were not used for coloring any clear matching. So, we can consider
matching Mk together with the clear matching M ′(k−1)=2 as a cycle cover, and color
the uncolored edges of Mk and M ′(k−1)=2 with these 3 (or 4) colors as
described.
The claim follows.
We now describe how to color the uncolored edges of the bipartite graph G. We
use Claim 23 as a subroutine.
– Light matchings can be colored easily. Consider a light matching M with an edge
colored with color x (and possibly some other edge colored with another color y).
We use x to color the uncolored edges of M .
– We use Claim 23 to group and color the maximum number of clear matchings along
with heavy matchings as follows. Consider an arbitrary ordering of heavy matchings,
and let k1; : : : ; k|F| be the number of colored edges in these matchings. The 3rst heavy
matching with k1 colored edges is grouped with (k1 − 1)=2 clear matchings and
colored according to Claim 23 without using any new color. We repeat this procedure
for i=2; 3; : : : (i.e., the ith heavy matching with ki colored edges is grouped with
(ki − 1)=2 clear matchings and colored according to Claim 23 without using any
new color) until either all heavy matchings or all clear matchings have been grouped
and colored.
– Then, some matchings remain uncolored, and these are either clear matchings or
heavy matchings.
• If the remaining matchings are heavy matchings, we color them using one of the
(at least) three colors they contain.
• If the remaining matchings are clear matchings, we use a new color for each of
them.
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Thus, the number of new colors T is equal to the number of clear matchings (if any)
that were not grouped with heavy matchings, i.e.,
T = max

|U | −
|F|∑
i=1
⌊
ki − 1
2
⌋
; 0

 : (3)
Recall that the S colors appear in edges of heavy and light matchings, and that the
light matchings have at most two colored edges. We obtain that
|J |¿S −
∑|F|
i=1 ki
2
: (4)
Since |U |+ |F |+ |J |= l, using (4), we obtain that the number of clear matchings is
|U |6l− |F | − S −
∑|F|
i=1 ki
2
: (5)
We now distinguish between two cases: S62l and S¿2l. In the 3rst case, we prove
that T = l − S=2 new colors suNce to color the edges of the bipartite graph that are
uncolored; in the second case, we will show that the algorithm completes the coloring
without using any new color (T =0). We conclude that max{l + S=2; S} total colors
are suNcient to color the edges of G.
Case I: S62l. Using (3) and (5), we obtain
T 6 l− |F | − S −
∑|F|
i=1 ki
2
−
|F|∑
i=1
⌊
ki − 1
2
⌋
= l− S
2
−
|F|∑
i=1
(⌊
ki − 1
2
⌋
− ki
2
+ 1
)
6l− S
2
;
where the last inequality follows by Claim 20.
Case II: S¿2l. Using the assumption that S¿2l and Claim 20, we obtain
|U |6l− |F | − S −
∑|F|
i=1 ki
2
¡
|F|∑
i=1
(
ki
2
− 1
)
6
|F|∑
i=1
⌊
ki − 1
2
⌋
:
By (3), we obtain that T =0.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we considered two constrained versions of the bipartite edge coloring
problem: Problems A and B. For both of them, we provided tight bounds on the number
of total colors. Clearly, there are many other constrained versions of edge coloring.
Providing bounds for such problems in bipartite graphs or other classes of graphs is
a series of interesting open problems.
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